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(54) COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MANAGING AN ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD

(57) This invention relates to a communication sys-
tem comprising: a mobile terminal (1) application man-
aging an electronic health record dedicated to a patient
(10), in a standard format, a first medical information cent-
er (2), storing first medical data related to said patient
(10), in a first specific format, a second medical informa-
tion center (3), storing second medical data related to
said patient (10), in a second specific format, wherein it
also comprises: a first gateway (21), between said first
medical information center (2) and said mobile terminal
(1) application, a second gateway (31), between said
second medical information center (3) and said mobile
terminal (1) application, and wherein it is implemented

so that: said mobile terminal (1) application can down-
load, in standard format, said first medical data and said
second medical data and can store, said first medical
data and second medical data, in said electronic health
record, so as to update said electronic health record, said
patient (10) can consult said updated electronic health
record via said mobile terminal (1) application, said pa-
tient (10) cannot, on its own, via said mobile terminal (1)
application, modify or cancel, said first and second med-
ical data, once stored in said mobile terminal (1) appli-
cation, so as to make secure said updated electronic
health record.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to the field of communi-
cation systems managing electronic health records.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] According to a prior art, it is known to manage
an electronic health record within a database owned and
managed by a hospital. When a patient suffers from a
new disease or is treated for this new disease or has
cured from this new disease, the hospital where the pa-
tient has been treated updates the patient’s electronic
health record.
[0003] However, a first inconvenient of this prior art is
that the patient may be treated for many diseases at dif-
ferent locations, by different doctors, in different hospi-
tals, and that gathering all the medical data related to a
specific patient within a single electronic health record is
not that simple. A second inconvenient is that most of,
or even all, different hospitals, and moreover most of, or
even all, different medical actors, have different formats
from one another to store medical data related to patients,
and that storing all the medical data related to a specific
patient within a single electronic health record in a co-
herent and consistent way is not straightforward either.
[0004] A huge and centralized and secured medical
database, to which all medical actors, including hospitals
and patients could connect, would be a possible solution.
However, this huge and centralized database, especially
if really secured, would be rather complex, to implement
as well as to maintain, and rather expensive too.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The object of the present invention is to alleviate
at least partly the above mentioned drawbacks.
[0006] More particularly, the invention aims to propose
a way to get a secured, updated, and standardized, elec-
tronic health record.
[0007] Therefore, according to the invention, the man-
agement of electronic health record is shifted from med-
ical information center to mobile terminal application ded-
icated to patient.
[0008] This shift would not be straightforward to the
man skilled in the art for at least two technical reasons.
The first technical reason is a capacity reason; indeed,
how would it be possible to implement complex and so-
phisticated technical functions within a mobile terminal
application without making it unreasonably complex and
expensive, capacities of a mobile terminal being rather
limited, even if daily improving? The second technical
reason is a security reason; indeed, how would it be pos-
sible to store such sensitive medical data without being
subject to patient’s cheating and/or third party’s piracy?
[0009] This shift is performed while keeping bearable

the added complexity, to mobile terminal application, re-
lated to standardization and security of electronic health
record update.
[0010] This shift is also performed while making easier
the use, for the patient, of this updated electronic health
record.
[0011] This shift is also performed while keeping a suf-
ficient level of security, in particular with respect to pos-
sible patient’s cheating.
[0012] This shift is performed by separating technical
data and medical data from each other. Indeed, the hos-
pitals and other medical actors keep the technical data
with the associated technical complexity at their level,
whereas only the medical data without this technical com-
plexity are shifted at the mobile terminal level, that is to
say at the patient user level.
[0013] This object is achieved with a communication
system comprising: a mobile terminal application man-
aging an electronic health record dedicated to a patient,
in a standard format, a first medical information center,
storing first medical data related to said patient, in a first
specific format, a second medical information center,
storing second medical data related to said patient, in a
second specific format, wherein it also comprises: a first
gateway, between said first medical information center
and said mobile terminal application, including a first for-
mat converter from said first specific format into said
standard format, a second gateway, between said sec-
ond medical information center and said mobile terminal
application, including a second format converter from
said second specific format into said standard format,
and wherein it is implemented so that: said mobile termi-
nal application can download, in standard format, said
first medical data from said first medical information cent-
er via a first request sent through said first gateway and
said second medical data from said second medical in-
formation center via a second request sent through said
second gateway, and can store, said first medical data
and second medical data, in said electronic health record,
so as to update said electronic health record, said patient
can consult said updated electronic health record via said
mobile terminal application, said patient cannot, on its
own, via said mobile terminal application, modify or can-
cel, said first and second medical data, once stored in
said mobile terminal application, so as to make secure
said updated electronic health record.
[0014] This object is also achieved with a medical in-
formation center: storing medical data related to said pa-
tient, in a specific format, adapted to communicate, within
a communication system, with a mobile terminal appli-
cation managing an electronic health record dedicated
to a patient in a standard format, wherein it comprises:
a gateway, between said medical information center and
said mobile terminal application, including a format con-
verter from said specific format into said standard format,
and wherein it is implemented so that: it can download,
to said mobile terminal application, in standard format,
said medical data after reception of a request sent from
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said mobile terminal application through said gateway,
so as to allow for said mobile terminal application to store,
said medical data, in said electronic health record, so as
to update said electronic health record.
[0015] This object is still achieved with a mobile termi-
nal application: managing an electronic health record
dedicated to a patient, in a standard format, being adapt-
ed to communicate with a first medical information center,
storing first medical data related to said patient, in a first
specific format, via a first gateway including a first format
converter from said first specific format into said standard
format, being adapted to communicate with a second
medical information center, storing second medical data
related to said patient, in a second specific format, via a
second gateway including a second format converter
from said second specific format into said standard for-
mat, being implemented so that: said mobile terminal ap-
plication can download, in standard format, said first
medical data from said first medical information center
via a first request sent through said first gateway and
said second medical data from said second medical in-
formation center via a second request sent through said
second gateway, and can store, said first medical data
and second medical data, in said electronic health record,
so as to update said electronic health record, said patient
can consult said updated electronic health record via said
mobile terminal application, said patient cannot, on its
own, via said mobile terminal application, modify or can-
cel, said first and second medical data, once stored in
said mobile terminal application, so as to make secure
said updated electronic health record.
[0016] According to embodiments of the invention, this
communication system is a patient-centered solution
which enables patient empowerment in the management
of its own medical information, storing their Electronic
Health Record (EHR) and health data coming from dif-
ferent Hospital Information Systems (HIS).
[0017] According to embodiments of the invention, this
communication system solves the need of current health-
care organizations into the adoption of healthcare data
openness that follows a patient centered design and
takes advantage of its potential benefits. Instead of hav-
ing standardized repositories at the hospital facilities, the
patient becomes the driver of the change bringing stand-
ardized pieces of its Electronic Health Record in his own
mobile terminal 1, leading to a "distributed interoperabil-
ity" within this communication system.
[0018] According to embodiments of the invention, this
communication system gets potential benefits, from the
analysis of the information generated by the patient
throughout its complete care process between different
healthcare stakeholders, which can be one or more
among the following ones: an acceleration of clinical re-
search, and/or more accessible and better developed
measures of clinical performance, and/or increased pub-
lic health monitoring and disease management, and/or
new care delivery models, and/or patient self-manage-
ment, and/or better care coordination across settings,

and/or new data that supports decision making, and/or
compliance of clinical or medical information with the "dis-
tributed interoperability" within the communication sys-
tem because the driver for the exchange of medical data
is the patient himself.
[0019] Preferred embodiments comprise one or more
of the following features, which can be taken separately
or together, either in partial combination or in full combi-
nation, with any of previously cited objects of the inven-
tion.
[0020] Preferably, said medical information centers
are managed by one or more hospitals.
[0021] Hence, since hospitals often have proprietary
data formats making data sharing and data aggregation
rather hard and burdensome to implement, this central
management at mobile terminal application level will be
all the more efficient and interesting.
[0022] Preferably, said electronic health record is not
stored in full in either of said medical information centers,
preferably is not stored in full in any other medical infor-
mation center managed by a hospital.
[0023] Hence, this unique patient oriented electronic
health record is simpler to manage for the mobile terminal
application and simpler to use for the patient.
[0024] Preferably, said first format converter also con-
verts from said standard format into said first specific
format, said second format converter also converts from
said standard format into said second specific format,
and wherein it is implemented so that: said first medical
information center can download, in an ordinary mode,
from updated electronic health record of said mobile ter-
minal application, in standard format, a shared part of
said second medical data via a third request sent through
said first gateway, and can store, in first specific format,
said shared part of second medical data, in said first med-
ical information center, so as to update said first medical
information center, said first medical information center
cannot download, in an ordinary mode, from updated
electronic health record of said mobile terminal applica-
tion, in any format, a secret part of said second medical
data, said second medical information center can down-
load, in an ordinary mode, from updated electronic health
record of said mobile terminal application, in standard
format, a shared part of said first medical data via a fourth
request sent through said second gateway, and can
store, in second specific format, said shared part of first
medical data, in said second medical information center,
so as to update said second medical information center,
said second medical information center cannot down-
load, in an ordinary mode, from updated electronic health
record of said mobile terminal application, in any format,
a secret part of said first medical data, said patient can
consult both shared and secret parts of both first and
second medical data in said updated electronic health
record via said mobile terminal application.
[0025] Hence, privacy of data, and especially privacy
of very sensitive data, is respected, even regarding hos-
pitals’ consulting them, medical data being disclosed only
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on a "need to know" basis, even to hospitals.
[0026] Preferably, communication system is imple-
mented so that said first medical information center can
download, in an urgency mode, from updated electronic
health record of said mobile terminal application, in
standard format, both said shared and secret parts of
said second medical data via a fifth request sent through
said first gateway, so as to deal with an urgency with said
patient, said second medical information center can
download, in an urgency mode, from updated electronic
health record of said mobile terminal application, in
standard format, both said shared and secret parts of
said first medical data via a sixth request sent through
said second gateway, so as to deal with an urgency with
said patient.
[0027] Hence, a good compromise is proposed be-
tween respecting medical data privacy most of the time,
even regarding medical data communication towards
hospitals, and disclosing needed confidential medical da-
ta in case of urgency, again regarding medical data com-
munication towards hospitals.
[0028] Preferably, communication system is imple-
mented so that said mobile terminal application manages
electronic health records respectively dedicated to differ-
ent patients, in standard format, each patient can only
consult his own updated electronic health record via said
mobile terminal application but cannot consult any part
of any medical data of another’s patient updated elec-
tronic health record via said mobile terminal application.
[0029] Hence, privacy of data, and especially privacy
of very sensitive data, is fully respected, in particular re-
garding other patients.
[0030] Preferably, each of either medical information
centers comprises: a storage device storing said medical
data, in said specific format, a connector including said
format converter, adapted to get said medical data from
said storage device, in said specific format, and to convert
them into said standard format, before transmitting them,
a desktop adapted, to request from said connector con-
verted patient’s medical data transmission, and to further
transmit them to said patient’s mobile terminal preferably
wireless.
[0031] Hence, most of intelligence required to trans-
form and to transmit medical data is located at medical
information center premises, thereby making much sim-
pler the mobile terminal application running on patient’s
mobile terminal.
[0032] Preferably, said connector includes said format
converter which is adapted to receive said medical data
from said desktop, in said standard format, and to convert
them into said specific format, before transmitting them
to said storage device, said desktop is adapted, to trans-
mit to said connector patient’s medical data, after having
received them from said patient’s mobile terminal pref-
erably wireless.
[0033] Hence, most of intelligence required to trans-
form and to transmit medical data is located at medical
information center premises, thereby making much sim-

pler the mobile terminal application running on patient’s
mobile terminal.
[0034] Preferably, said wireless communication is
Bluetooth or Near Field Communication.
[0035] Hence, Bluetooth (registered trademark) or
Near Field Communication are efficient wireless commu-
nication protocols supported by most of existing mobile
terminals.
[0036] Preferably, said wireless communication is di-
rect without going through any public network, preferably
without going through any network.
[0037] Hence, this drastically reduces the risk of med-
ical data piracy, so notably increases security, because
of the geographical proximity between medical informa-
tion center and mobile terminal during medical data trans-
fer.
[0038] Preferably, at least said first and second re-
quests, preferably at least first and second and third and
fourth requests, more preferably all requests, are per-
formed by filling and sending of predetermined tem-
plates.
[0039] This way, not only is the communication made
simpler, but also and above all, the sensitive medical
data transmission can be more easily controlled, to the
cost of more constrained query syntax.
[0040] Preferably, at least one of said specific format
is SOAP or REST or FILE, preferably said specific for-
mats are chosen in a list consisting of "SOAP, REST,
FILE".
[0041] Preferably, said standard format is XML or
JSON.
[0042] Preferably, medical information center compris-
es: a storage device storing said medical data, in said
specific format, a connector including said format con-
verter, adapted to get said medical data from said storage
device, in said specific format, and to convert them into
said standard format, before transmitting them, a desktop
adapted, to request from said connector converted pa-
tient’s medical data transmission, and to further transmit
them to said patient’s mobile terminal preferably wireless.
[0043] Hence, most of intelligence required to trans-
form and to transmit medical data is located at medical
information center premises, thereby making much sim-
pler the mobile terminal application running on patient’s
mobile terminal.
[0044] Preferably, said medical information center is
managed by a hospital, said electronic health record is
not stored in full in said medical information center.
[0045] Hence, since hospitals often have proprietary
data formats making data sharing and data aggregation
rather hard and burdensome to implement, this unique
patient oriented electronic health record is simpler to
manage and simpler to use for the patient.
[0046] Further features and advantages of the inven-
tion will appear from the following description of embod-
iments of the invention, given as non-limiting examples,
with reference to the accompanying drawings listed here-
under.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0047]

Fig. 1 shows an example of a global and high level
sketch of the communication system according to an
embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 2 shows an example of a global architecture of
the communication system according to an embod-
iment of the invention.
Fig. 3 shows an example of an implementation of a
data retrieving operation from a hospital information
system within the communication system according
to an embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 4 shows an example of an implementation of a
template configuration operation within the commu-
nication system according to an embodiment of the
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0048] Fig. 1 shows an example of a global and high
level sketch of the communication system according to
an embodiment of the invention.
[0049] There is a mobile terminal 1, for example a mo-
bile phone 1 or a mobile smart phone 1, which contains
an electronic health record (EHR) dedicated to the patient
to whom the mobile terminal 1 belongs. This mobile ter-
minal 1, including storage of the electronic health record
of the patient owner of this mobile terminal 1, may com-
municate, through several communication channels 5,
including for example Bluetooth (registered trademark)
or Near Field Communication, with several medical ac-
tors like a hospital information system 2 or like another
hospital information system 3 or like a personal informa-
tion system 4 like a home information system and/or other
connected devices like tablets, watches or electronic
medical devices.
[0050] Fig. 2 shows an example of a global architecture
of the communication system according to an embodi-
ment of the invention.
[0051] The architecture of the communication system
comprises, a mobile terminal 1 dedicated to a patient 10
and to his electronic health record, a source desktop 6
acting as an electronic health record provider and man-
aged by an electronic health record provider caregiver
60 which is usually a doctor, a destination desktop 7 act-
ing as an electronic health record receiver and managed
by an electronic health record receiver caregiver 70
which is usually a doctor, an information hospital system
2 including a medical database 20 and a standard con-
verter engine 21, an information hospital system 3 includ-
ing a medical database 30 and a standard converter en-
gine 31, a standard database 99 including information
related to templates and standardized format medical da-
ta.
[0052] In step 101, at patient 10 request, mobile termi-
nal 1 requests an update of its electronic health record

to source desktop 6 managed by electronic health record
provider caregiver 60, and authenticates by source desk-
top 6.
[0053] In step 102, the source desktop 6 managed by
electronic health record provider caregiver 60 selects the
template corresponding to mobile terminal 1 request in
order to request corresponding medical data extraction
from the hospital information system 2 by sending cor-
responding request to standard converter engine 21.
[0054] In step 103, standard converter engine 21 con-
verts and transfers this request to medical database 20
linked to standard database 99. Medical database 20,
with the help of standard database 99, fills in the request-
ed template with proprietary medical data, transfers the
filled template to standard engine converter 21.
[0055] In step 104, standard engine converter 21 nor-
malizes and standardizes proprietary medical data so as
to generate a standardized completed template, for ex-
ample in XML format, and so as to transfer this stand-
ardized completed template to source desktop 6.
[0056] In step 105, this standardized completed tem-
plate, filled in with standardized medical data, is encrypt-
ed by source desktop 6 and forwarded by source desktop
6 toward mobile terminal 1 so as to be synchronized with
mobile terminal 1. The result of this step 105 is an updated
electronic health record loaded in mobile terminal 1 at
patient’s request.
[0057] In step 106, at patient 10 request, mobile termi-
nal 1 allows his electronic health record to be visualized,
either directly or via other connectors installed at hospital
information system 3, by destination desktop 7 managed
by electronic health record receiver caregiver 70, and
which destination desktop 7 extracts from this electronic
health record suitable medical data to update hospital
information system 3.
[0058] In step 107, the destination desktop 7 managed
by electronic health record receiver caregiver 70 selects
the suitable template updated with the medical data ex-
tracted from this electronic health record to forward it to
standard converter engine 31.
[0059] In step 109, standard converter engine 31 con-
verts and transfers this suitable template to medical da-
tabase 30 linked to standard database 99.
[0060] In step 108, medical database 30, with the help
of standard database 99, extracts the relevant medical
data to update its own files in proprietary format with
these new relevant medical data extracted from electron-
ic health record stored on mobile terminal 1.
[0061] The communication system according to em-
bodiments of the invention preferably comprises a patient
oriented smartphone 1 application and a set of desktop
6 or 7 applications installed at healthcare stakeholders
systems with access to hospital information systems 2
or 3 using associated connectors represented on figures
3 and 4. The mobile application allows carrying, access-
ing and transferring the personal medical information in
the form of a standardized Electronic Health Record,
therefore making use for example of different healthcare
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standards like "openEHR/EN13606" and "HL7 FHIR",
and terminologies such as "SNOMED-CT". The tools in-
stalled at the hospital information systems 2 and 3 allow
accessing them using configured templates, normalizing
the clinical or medical data and transferring the electronic
health record to the mobile smartphone 1 using wireless
communication, for example Bluetooth (registered trade-
mark). The mobile terminal 1 application can bring to-
gether the medical information coming from the different
hospital information systems 2 and 3, and this is totally
transparent to patients.
[0062] The communication system according to em-
bodiments of the invention not only provides preferably
the benefits of a connected practice or organization such
as clinical or medical efficacy improvement, healthcare
cost savings and increase of overall care quality, but also
supports the care transformation that is enabled by a
patient centered design.
[0063] The communication system according to em-
bodiments of the invention will help the mobile smart-
phone 1 to become part of patient’s body in a daily fashion
in order to also modify the way the users take care of
their health, giving the possibility to the citizens to always
bring with them their Electronic Health Record in their
mobile smartphone 1, offering meaningful advantages to
the healthcare systems, such as interoperability, clinical
efficiency improvement, medical errors reduction and
healthcare costs savings.
[0064] Fig. 3 shows an example of an implementation
of a data retrieving operation from a hospital information
system within the communication system according to
an embodiment of the invention.
[0065] Hospital information system 3 includes between
standard engine converter 31 and medical database 30,
an Apache Camel 32 and a connector 34 associated to
medical database 30. Hospital information system 3 also
includes a connector 35 associated to an additional med-
ical database 33. Apache camel 32 and connectors 34
and 35 may alternatively be considered as part of stand-
ard engine converter 31.
[0066] In step 111, at the destination desktop 7 man-
aged by electronic health record receiver caregiver 70
which can be a clinician, this clinician 70 selects one of
the templates which can be generated by standard con-
verter engine 31.
[0067] In step 112, clinician 70 first inserts the identi-
fication number of the patient to whom the contemplated
electronic health record belongs, then inserts the date,
and afterwards asks for extraction of medical data related
to the contemplated electronic health record.
[0068] In step 113, standard converter engine 31 proc-
esses the selected template and forwards it as an input
to Apache Camel 32.
[0069] In step 114, Apache Camel 32 gets the wished
medical data from the medical database 30 and/or from
the additional medical database 33, respectively via the
connectors 34 and 35.
[0070] In step 115, Apache Camel 32 transforms the

retrieved medical data into a standardized and normal-
ized format, for example in XML format, by applying pre-
existing rules. Once received by standard engine con-
verter 31, the standardized template filled with medical
data retrieved from hospital information system 3 and
related to contemplated electronic health record, is trans-
mitted to the destination desktop 7 where the clinician 70
can visualize and consult them, and can thereafter use
this standardized template filled with medical data re-
trieved from hospital information system 3 and related to
contemplated electronic health record, in order to update
this contemplated electronic health record stored in mo-
bile terminal 1 not represented on figure 3.
[0071] The communication system according to em-
bodiments of the invention preferably uses the dual mod-
el approach much separating static from dynamic infor-
mation, or alternatively said, technical from clinical or
medical data. This means that the technical people is in
charge of the backend architecture allowing data models,
like archetypes in "openEHR / EN13606" or like resourc-
es in "HL7 FHIR", to be processed on runtime. The figure
3 shows how the Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) are
configured and the medical data are to be retrieved using
predetermined templates.
[0072] Fig. 4 shows an example of an implementation
of a template configuration operation within the commu-
nication system according to an embodiment of the in-
vention.
[0073] Hospital information system 2 includes between
standard engine converter 21 and medical database 20,
a connector 24 associated to medical database 20. Hos-
pital information system 2 also includes a connector 25
associated to an additional medical database 23. Con-
nectors 24 and 25 may alternatively be considered as
part of standard engine converter 21. There is also a
creation desktop 8 to which is associated a semantics
configurator 81.
[0074] In step 121, at the creation desktop 8 managed
by both electronic health record caregiver 60, which can
be a clinician, and technical expert 80, this technical ex-
pert 80 creates each one of the templates which will then
be generated by standard converter engine 21 upon fu-
ture request.
[0075] In step 122, both clinician 60 and technical ex-
pert 80 select the concepts from the existing resources
which are for instance data models and archetypes, on
creation desktop 8.
[0076] In step 123, semantics configurator 81 fills in
the created template with the selected concepts.
[0077] In step 124, creation desktop 8 forwards the cre-
ated and filled in template to standard converter engine
21, so that standard converter engine 21 can provide the
needed input and output parameters to be exchanged
with hospital information system 2.
[0078] In step 125, standard converter engine 21 gets
the wished description of medical data from the medical
database 20 and/or from the additional medical database
23, respectively via the connectors 24 and 25. Then,
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wished parameters are extracted therefrom and are
transmitted by standard converter engine 21 to creation
desktop 8.
[0079] In step 126, clinician 60 relates the semantic
concepts with the output parameters got from the medical
database 20 and/or from the additional medical database
23.
[0080] After all these steps are terminated, maybe with
some iterations between the different actors of the com-
munication system, the new template just created is then
available for further use, both in standard format at one
side of standard converter engine 21 and in proprietary
format at the other side of standard converter engine 21.
[0081] Once the templates configured by the technical
expert and the clinical or medical modeler, the guide user
interface of the connector (Kiwi) can access and process
the information coming from the hospital information sys-
tem 2. The standard converter engine 21 will provide the
SAP and WSDL connector.
[0082] The invention has been described with refer-
ence to preferred embodiments. However, many varia-
tions are possible within the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. Communication system comprising:

 a mobile terminal (1) application managing
an electronic health record dedicated to a patient
(10), in a standard format,

 a first medical information center (2), storing
first medical data related to said patient (10), in
a first specific format,

 a second medical information center (3),
storing second medical data related to said pa-
tient (10), in a second specific format,

wherein it also comprises:

 a first gateway (21), between said first med-
ical information center (2) and said mobile ter-
minal (1) application, including a first format con-
verter from said first specific format into said
standard format,

 a second gateway (31), between said second
medical information center (3) and said mobile
terminal (1) application, including a second for-
mat converter from said second specific format
into said standard format,

and wherein it is implemented so that:

 said mobile terminal (1) application can
download, in standard format, said first medical
data from said first medical information center
(2) via a first request sent through said first gate-

way (21) and said second medical data from said
second medical information center (3) via a sec-
ond request sent through said second gateway
(31), and can store, said first medical data and
second medical data, in said electronic health
record, so as to update said electronic health
record,

 said patient (10) can consult said updated
electronic health record via said mobile terminal
(1) application,

 said patient (10) cannot, on its own, via said
mobile terminal (1) application, modify or cancel,
said first and second medical data, once stored
in said mobile terminal (1) application, so as to
make secure said updated electronic health
record.

2. Communication system according to claim 1, where-
in:

 said medical information centers (2, 3) are
managed by one or more hospitals.

3. Communication system according to claim 2, where-
in:

 said electronic health record is not stored in
full in either of said medical information centers
(2, 3), preferably is not stored in full in any other
medical information center managed by a hos-
pital.

4. Communication system according to any of preced-
ing claims, wherein:

 said first format converter also converts from
said standard format into said first specific for-
mat,

 said second format converter also converts
from said standard format into said second spe-
cific format,

and wherein it is implemented so that:

 said first medical information center (2) can
download, in an ordinary mode, from updated
electronic health record of said mobile terminal
(1) application, in standard format, a shared part
of said second medical data via a third request
sent through said first gateway (21), and can
store, in first specific format, said shared part of
second medical data, in said first medical infor-
mation center (2), so as to update said first med-
ical information center (2),

 said first medical information center (2) can-
not download, in an ordinary mode, from updat-
ed electronic health record of said mobile termi-
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nal (1) application, in any format, a secret part
of said second medical data,

 said second medical information center (3)
can download, in an ordinary mode, from updat-
ed electronic health record of said mobile termi-
nal (1) application, in standard format, a shared
part of said first medical data via a fourth request
sent through said second gateway (31), and can
store, in second specific format, said shared part
of first medical data, in said second medical in-
formation center (3), so as to update said second
medical information center (3),

 said second medical information center (3)
cannot download, in an ordinary mode, from up-
dated electronic health record of said mobile ter-
minal (1) application, in any format, a secret part
of said first medical data,

 said patient (10) can consult both shared and
secret parts of both first and second medical da-
ta in said updated electronic health record via
said mobile terminal (1) application.

5. Communication system according to claim 4, where-
in it is implemented so that:

 said first medical information center (2) can
download, in an urgency mode, from updated
electronic health record of said mobile terminal
(1) application, in standard format, both said
shared and secret parts of said second medical
data via a fifth request sent through said first
gateway (21), so as to deal with an urgency with
said patient (10),

 said second medical information center (3)
can download, in an urgency mode, from updat-
ed electronic health record of said mobile termi-
nal (1) application, in standard format, both said
shared and secret parts of said first medical data
via a sixth request sent through said second
gateway (31), so as to deal with an urgency with
said patient (10).

6. Communication system according to any of preced-
ing claims, wherein it is implemented so that:

 said mobile terminal (1) application manages
electronic health records respectively dedicated
to different patients, in standard format,

 each patient (10) can only consult his own
updated electronic health record via said mobile
terminal (1) application but cannot consult any
part of any medical data of another’s patient up-
dated electronic health record via said mobile
terminal (1) application.

7. Communication system according to any of preced-
ing claims, wherein each of either medical informa-

tion centers (2, 3) comprises:

 a storage device (20, 23, 30, 33) storing said
medical data, in said specific format,

 a connector (24, 25, 34, 35) including said
format converter, adapted to get said medical
data from said storage device (20, 23, 30, 33),
in said specific format, and to convert them into
said standard format, before transmitting them,

 a desktop (6, 7) adapted, to request from
said connector (24, 25, 34, 35) converted pa-
tient’s medical data transmission, and to further
transmit them to said patient’s mobile terminal
(1) preferably wireless.

8. Communication system according to claim 7, where-
in:

 said connector (24, 25, 34, 35) includes said
format converter which is adapted to receive
said medical data from said desktop (6, 7), in
said standard format, and to convert them into
said specific format, before transmitting them to
said storage device (20, 30),

 said desktop (6, 7) is adapted, to transmit to
said connector (24, 25, 34, 35) patient’s medical
data, after having received them from said pa-
tient’s mobile terminal (1) preferably wireless.

9. Communication system according to claim 7 or 8,
wherein:

 said wireless communication is Bluetooth or
Near Field Communication.

10. Communication system according to any of claims
7 to 9, wherein:

 said wireless communication is direct without
going through any public network, preferably
without going through any network.

11. Communication system according to any of preced-
ing claims, wherein:

 at least said first and second requests, pref-
erably at least first and second and third and
fourth requests, more preferably all requests,
are performed by filling and sending of prede-
termined templates.

12. Communication system according to any of preced-
ing claims, wherein:

 at least one of said specific format is SOAP
or REST or FILE,

 preferably said specific formats are chosen
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in a list consisting of "SOAP, REST, FILE".

13. Communication system according to any of preced-
ing claims, wherein:

 said standard format is XML or JSON.

14. Medical information center:

 storing medical data related to said patient,
in a specific format,

 adapted to communicate, within a commu-
nication system, with a mobile terminal (1) ap-
plication managing an electronic health record
dedicated to a patient (10) in a standard format,

wherein it comprises:

 a gateway (21, 31), between said medical
information center (2, 3) and said mobile termi-
nal (1) application, including a format converter
from said specific format into said standard for-
mat,

and wherein it is implemented so that:

 it can download, to said mobile terminal (1)
application, in standard format, said medical da-
ta after reception of a request sent from said
mobile terminal (1) application through said
gateway (21, 31), so as to allow for said mobile
terminal (1) application to store, said medical
data, in said electronic health record, so as to
update said electronic health record.

15. Medical information center according to claim 14,
wherein it comprises:

 a storage device (20, 30) storing said medical
data, in said specific format,

 a connector (24, 25, 34, 35) including said
format converter, adapted to get said medical
data from said storage device (20, 30), in said
specific format, and to convert them into said
standard format, before transmitting them,

 a desktop (6, 7) adapted, to request from
said connector (24, 25, 34, 35) converted pa-
tient’s medical data transmission, and to further
transmit them to said patient’s mobile terminal
(1) preferably wireless.

16. Medical information center according to claim 14 or
15, wherein:

 said medical information center (2, 3) is man-
aged by a hospital,

 said electronic health record is not stored in

full in said medical information center (2, 3).

17. Mobile terminal application:

 managing an electronic health record dedi-
cated to a patient (10), in a standard format,

 being adapted to communicate with a first
medical information center (2), storing first med-
ical data related to said patient (10), in a first
specific format, via a first gateway (21) including
a first format converter from said first specific
format into said standard format,

 being adapted to communicate with a second
medical information center (3), storing second
medical data related to said patient (10), in a
second specific format, via a second gateway
(31) including a second format converter from
said second specific format into said standard
format,

 being implemented so that:

+ said mobile terminal (1) application can
download, in standard format, said first
medical data from said first medical infor-
mation center (2) via a first request sent
through said first gateway (21) and said sec-
ond medical data from said second medical
information center (3) via a second request
sent through said second gateway (31), and
can store, said first medical data and sec-
ond medical data, in said electronic health
record, so as to update said electronic
health record,
+ said patient (10) can consult said updated
electronic health record via said mobile ter-
minal (1) application,
+ said patient (10) cannot, on its own, via
said mobile terminal (1) application, modify
or cancel, said first and second medical da-
ta, once stored in said mobile terminal (1)
application, so as to make secure said up-
dated electronic health record.
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